Get the refunds
YOU deserve!

Ship/FX AutoAudit is free to try and free
to use!
Everybody makes mistakes, including shipping carriers. Whether it’s
overcharges, errors or late deliveries, your company may be entitled
to refunds and carrier credits. Here’s the catch: if you want your
money back, you have to find these mistakes and let the carriers
know. That’s where Ship/FX AutoAudit can lend a hand.
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AutoAudit is a real-time audit and interactive reporting tool, that slashes
freight costs by auditing invoices by line item, disputing claims
instantly and returning dollars back to YOUR business without
disrupting operations. Boost efficiency, secure maximum refunds,
report on savings and accelerate payouts. Sign up now for a free parcel
analysis, which includes:
• Analysis and recovery. Overcharges billed to your shipping
accounts are identified and audited to showcase the potential
savings.
• Lost and damaged shipments. Ship/FX AutoAudit looks at every
shipment to determine where lost and damaged refunds were
missed.
• Carrier agreement optimization. Ship/FX AutoAudit examines
valuable data, carrier invoices and shipping-industry proficiency to
determine the areas where you could realize more favorable rates.
•

Intuitive reporting. See real-time graphical snapshots of your
shipping execution, providing visibility into where dollars are
spent.
In four quick steps, you'll have your parcel analysis in your hands.
1. Go to the AutoAudit saving analysis tool.
2. Download your UPS, FedEx and DHL invoices.
3. Upload your carrier invoices into the AutoAudit analysis tool.
4. Receive the final report that showcases the refunds that are being
missed.

The full report is yours to keep with no strings attached. Ship/FX
AutoAudit is free to try and free to use – our fees are contingent on
recovered funds. Sign up in a few minutes and we’ll start recovering
your money!

